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Printer Driver 16.55 is released! 

 

  

Black Ice Printer Driver version 16.55 with the with editable/predefined graphic resolutions is 
now available! 

Many specialized applications require very highly specific resolutions (DPI) that ordinary printers 
do not support. The latest Printer Drivers greatly reduces the number of clicks to set the desired 
or required graphic resolution. This feature also allows Administrators to remove unwanted 
printing resolutions like fax resolution where faxing is not in use, helping to prevent any confusion 
with end users. 

On the Device Settings Tab of the Black Ice Printer Drivers, Administrator or users can now edit or 
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create a custom pre-defined default graphic printing resolution (DPI) lists that shown for the 
users. Also, through the MSI installer, system administrators can preconfigure available printing 
resolution (DPI) for every user during deployment. 

The complete list of improvements in the latest Printer Driver includes the following: 

DATE: 05-14-2021 
Version: 16.55 (revision: 2665) 

 Added options for setting the list of resolutions on the user interface or in the INI file (#13133) 

 Faster printing for image formats (#13862) 

 Minor user interface improvements (#13866, #13967) 

 Stability improvement for PDF encryption where PDF files could not be opened when some specific passwords 
where used (#13987) 

 Updated PDF DLLs to version 3.1.6.725 

 Updated manuals 

Free Upgrades and Priority Support 

Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active 
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical 
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107 
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com. 

As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the 
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or 
add maintenance retroactively!  

For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal. 

*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.  
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